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Abstract: Past ground-based geodetic measurements in the Perth Basin, Australia, record
small-magnitude subsidence (up to 7 mm/y), but are limited to discrete points or traverses across
parts of the metropolitan area. Here, we investigate deformation over a much larger region by
performing the first application of Sentinel-1A InSAR data to Australia. The duration of the study
is short (0.7 y), as dictated by the availability of Sentinel-1A data. Despite this limited observation
period, verification of Sentinel-1A with continuous GPS and independent TerraSAR-X provides new
insights into the deformation field of the Perth Basin. The displacements recorded by each satellite are
in agreement, identifying broad (>5 km wide) areas of subsidence at rates up to 15 mm/y. Subsidence
at rates greater than 20 mm/y over smaller regions (∼2 km wide) is coincident with wetland areas,
where displacements are temporally correlated with changes in groundwater levels in the unconfined
aquifer. Longer InSAR time series are required to determine whether these measured displacements
are representative of long-term deformation or (more likely) seasonal variations. However, the
agreement between datasets demonstrates the ability of Sentinel-1A to detect small-magnitude
deformation over different spatial scales (from 2 km–10 s of km) in the Perth Basin. We suggest that,
even over short time periods, these data are useful as a reconnaissance tool to identify regions for
subsequent targeted studies, particularly given the large swath size of radar acquisitions, which
facilitates analysis of a broader portion of the deformation field than ground-based methods or single
scenes of TerraSAR-X.
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1. Introduction

Small-magnitude subsidence (up to 7 mm/y) has been measured in Perth, Australia (Figure 1)
and is attributed to groundwater extraction [1]. Such ground deformation is common and well
documented in other expanding population centres, where increased demand is placed on aquifers
to meet domestic, industrial and agricultural water needs (Galloway and Burbey [2] and the
references therein). Land subsidence may cause: increased risk of seawater inundation [3,4]; damage
to infrastructure [5]; and compromised integrity of geodetic benchmarks [6]. Ongoing geodetic
measurements are therefore required to monitor subsidence and may also provide constraints on
spatio-temporal aquifer dynamics [7], which is of significance to groundwater-resource management.

In the Perth Basin, the small magnitude of deformation and limited historical geodetic
infrastructure mean that measuring subsidence has previously been problematic [8]. Past measurements
of subsidence are derived from repeat levelling between Fremantle and Hillarys (Figure 2), plus
two public-domain continuous GPS receivers located at Hillarys (HIL1 in Figure 2) and ∼14 km
east of Hillarys towards the Swan Valley (PERT in Figure 2) [1]. Whilst repeat levelling offers high
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precision [9], repeat surveys are labour intensive and are therefore only carried out over a limited area
or after large time intervals. Continuous GPS provides measurements at high temporal resolution
(∼30 s), but only at discrete spatial locations. These geodetic methods therefore do not capture the full
complexity of the deformation field in space and/or time, and additional time series of measurements
are required over larger areas and at higher spatial and temporal resolutions.

One such tool to achieve this is interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR). Since the early
1990s, InSAR has become an increasingly popular method for measuring ground deformation over
a range of spatial scales, from individual buildings or structures [10] to continents [11]. InSAR operates
by comparing the phase of time-separated satellite radar images acquired over the same region (for
further details, we refer the reader to Bürgmann et al. [12], Hanssen [13], Massonnet and Feigl [14],
Simons and Rosen [15]). Preliminary InSAR studies of the Perth Basin between 1992 and 1997 reported
subsidence rates of up to 50 mm/y [16]; however, this was later disproved by Dawson [17], who found
that average subsidence rates did not exceed ∼4 mm/y over this time.

In April 2014, the European Space Agency (ESA) launched Sentinel-1A, the first half of
a two-satellite constellation providing the most extensive and systematic coverage of SAR data to
date [18] and the first mission to deliver data on a near-real-time, open-access basis. Sentinel-1A data
have since been used to make observations of deformation that is centimetres-to-metres in magnitude,
associated with earthquakes (e.g., Mw 7.8 Gorkha, Nepal: [19–22]); volcanic eruptions (e.g., Fogo, Cape
Verde: [23]); and the development of sink holes (e.g., Wink, Texas: [24]). However, the detection of
small-magnitude displacements, such as subsidence of the Perth Basin, is reliant on longer time series
of images.

Mainland Australia was fully imaged during the initial phase of Sentinel-1A. However, only
a limited spatial coverage of repeat images has subsequently been acquired. Repeated coverage is
densest over Victoria and New South Wales, where to date, over 60 scenes have been acquired 10 times
or more (Figure 1). In Western Australia, this level of repeat has only been achieved in two locations,
including over the Perth Basin (Figure 1).

In this study, we first review the previous use of InSAR over Australia, commenting on the
availability of data and the relatively small number of peer-reviewed studies. We then describe
an application of Sentinel-1A data to the Perth Basin, validating the observations with an independent
TerraSAR-X InSAR survey over the same time period. In doing so, we carry out a reconnaissance
investigation into the larger extent of the deformation field in the Perth Basin, whilst demonstrating
the applicability of Sentinel-1A to measure small-magnitude deformation associated with changes in
groundwater levels. Using these observations, we highlight the importance of ongoing time series of
InSAR data to measure subsidence due to groundwater extraction throughout this population centre.

2. Previous Use of InSAR over Australia

The spatial and temporal coverage of InSAR data over mainland Australia has been variable,
and overall, the density of satellite acquisitions has been less than that over other continents.
Situated in a relatively stable intraplate setting, mainland Australia has an absence of active
volcanoes (as recognised by the Smithsonian Global Volcanism Program: http://volcano.si.edu)
and low-to-moderate seismicity compared to the world average [25], both of which have been used
to inform past and present satellite acquisition strategies [26]. However, large-magnitude (Mw > 6)
earthquakes do occur [27], and intraplate seismicity tends to be unusually shallow [28], therefore
being more likely to cause ground displacements and/or surface rupture [29]. Coseismic deformation
has been observed with InSAR in the South West Seismic Zone (Figure 1), including the Mw 4.4
2005 Kalannie earthquake sequence, one of the smallest magnitude earthquakes linked to ground
deformation detected using InSAR [30], and the 2007 Katanning Mw 4.7 earthquake, which caused up
to 320 mm of displacement in the satellite line of sight [30,31].

Other peer-reviewed InSAR studies of Australia document ground deformation induced by
anthropogenic activities, predominantly underground longwall coal mining in New South Wales,
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which is linked to horizontal and vertical displacements of 10 s of mm/y and 100 s of mm/y,
respectively [32–36] (Figure 1). Elsewhere, regional-scale InSAR surveys have been implemented,
including in the Gippsland Basin, Victoria. Here, ALOS data spanning 14,000 km2 were used to
measure subsidence arising from open-cut mining and groundwater extraction and subsequently
to assess the susceptibility of nearby coastal regions to sea-level rise [37]. Similarly, in the Surat
Basin, Queensland (Figure 1), regional-scale InSAR reveals more than 20 mm/y of subsidence due to
the extraction of coal bed methane and associated groundwater [38]. Monitoring of the Surat Basin
includes a network of 40 corner reflectors installed by Geoscience Australia to tie relative ground
displacements recorded by InSAR to GNSS [39] and also act as a calibration site for Sentinel-1 [26].

The diversity of the above studies reflects the wide range of applications of InSAR data in
Australia, but the small number of peer-reviewed studies shows that the uptake of this technique has
been relatively slow. This is likely related to the sparsity of data, particularly in the north and west
of the continent (e.g., Figure 1), although this is subject to change with the launch of new satellite
missions. At the time of writing, the second half of the Sentinel constellation, Sentinel-1B, has begun
to acquire data Australia-wide at 12-day repeat intervals. Such increases in data coverage will aid in
enabling wider application of InSAR to measure ground deformation driven by anthropogenic and
geological/hydrogeological factors.
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Figure 1. Map showing the distribution of past peer-reviewed InSAR studies over Australia: longwall
mining in New South Wales [32–36]; seismicity in Western Australia [30,31]; and regional-scale studies
in the Gippsland Basin, Victoria [37] and the Surat Basin, Queensland [38]. Blue and green coloured
regions show where, at the time of writing, more than 10 Sentinel-1A scenes have been acquired. The
region used in this study and shown in Figure 2 is highlighted by the red box.

3. Study Area

The city of Perth is located on the Swan Coastal Plain in the central portion of the Perth Basin,
an elongated Cainozioc/Mesozoic sedimentary formation spanning ∼1000 km northwards from the
southwestern tip of Australia [40]. The eastern margin is adjacent to the Archean Yilgarn Craton
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(granitic rocks in Figure 2) and is bounded by the near-vertical Darling Fault [41,42]. The Darling Scarp
is located 1 km–3 km east of the Darling Fault and rises steeply ∼200 m above the Basin, dominating
the topography of the region. To the west, the Perth Basin extends for ∼150 km beneath the Indian
Ocean towards the continental rise [40].

The sedimentary succession in the Perth region is ∼12 km thick [40] and houses numerous
freshwater aquifers, the shallowest of which is the unconfined (superficial) aquifer extending to depths
up to 70 m [43]. The surface geology that constitutes the unconfined aquifer ranges from clay close to
the Darling Scarp, through a succession of fixed sand dunes in the central coastal plain, to limestone
along the coastal belt [43] (Figure 2). In northern Perth, the unconfined aquifer is underlain by the
semi-confined Mirrabooka aquifer with a thickness up to 160 m [43]. Spanning the entire Perth region
are two major confined aquifers that consist of laterally discontinuous siltstones, sandstones and
shales. The shallower Leederville aquifer has a thickness of 50 m to more than 550 m, and the deeper
Yarragadee aquifer has a thickness of more than 2 km [43]. These four aquifers are the most significant
and extensively exploited groundwater resources in the Perth Basin.
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Figure 2. Simplified surface geological map of the study region adapted from Davidson [43] showing
the coverage of InSAR data frames used in this study. The extent of the TerraSAR-X scene is shown
by the grey box. The Sentinel-1A scene covers the whole region up to the labelled grey line. Labelled
wetlands are those described throughout this study. The Darling Fault, shown by the purple line, marks
the eastern margin of the Perth Basin. Red/black squares indicate locations within the metropolitan
area described in the text: Hillarys, Fremantle and Perth central business district (CBD).

Groundwater provides ∼45% of the total water requirement in the Perth Region, with
a comparable amount derived from the desalination of seawater. Extraction from the Leederville
aquifer began in 1974 and has continued at a rate of ∼1.41 GL/y. Extraction from the Yarragadee
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commenced in 1979 and increased dramatically between the early 1990s and 2005 from 0.25 GL/y–
3.72 GL/y, with the addition of new production bores in northern Perth. Since 2005, the rate of
extraction from the Yarragadee has decreased by ∼1 GL/y [1]. In addition to managed extraction
from the confined aquifers, significant extraction occurs from the unconfined aquifer, including from
more than 70,000 shallow, private bores (personal communication: Western Australian Department
of Water).

Changes in the rates of groundwater extraction and recharge are reflected in measurements
of hydraulic head (i.e., the elevation to which water rises in a well) made by the Western
Australian Department of Water at artesian monitoring bores. Measurements are made on either
a quasi-monthly basis or as daily averages derived from continuous loggers and are accessible
via the Department of Water Information Reporting Service (http://wir.water.wa.gov.au/Pages/
Water-Information-Reporting.aspx).

4. InSAR Datasets and Methods

We investigate ground displacements in the Perth Basin using temporally- and spatially-
overlapping Sentinel-1A (C-band: λ ∼ 56 mm) and TerraSAR-X (X-band: λ ∼ 31 mm) datasets.
All interferograms were produced using the JPL/Caltech InSAR Scientific Computing Environment
(ISCE) software [44], with different processing chains implemented for each dataset to account for
differences in the satellite acquisition modes. Multi-temporal analysis was then used to combine the
interferograms in each dataset and increase the signal-to-noise ratio [45].

4.1. Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X Datasets

Over Perth, Sentinel-1A acquisitions were made in an ascending orbit at 24-day intervals
(i.e., every other cycle) between 27 August 2015 and 17 May 2016 (12 images in total). Four descending
scenes are also available between November 2015 and March 2016, but due to the long and irregular
acquisition intervals between these images, we do not include these data in this study.

Sentinel-1A data are provided via the online Sentinel-1 Scientific Data Hub in Interferometric
Wide-swath (IW) focused Single Look Complex (SLC) format. Each SLC is split into three sub-swaths
that are subsequently subdivided into ∼10 bursts. In total, the IW SLCs are ∼150 km in the along-track
direction and ∼250 km across-track, with a spatial resolution (pixel size) of ∼14 m. We use the central
sub swath, which covers the Perth metropolitan area and is ∼85 km across-track (Figure 2).

We use 22 TerraSAR-X images obtained from the German Aerospace Center (DLR) under science
project LAN1499, that cover the same time period as the Sentinel-1A dataset to within four days
(29 August 2015–19 May 2016). Images are separated by 11-day intervals, with the exception of a 33-day
gap in March 2016. Unlike the Sentinel-1A dataset, all imagery was acquired in a descending orbit
in strip map mode. The images have a higher spatial resolution than Sentinel-1A (∼3 m pixels), but
cover a smaller area that is ∼50 km and ∼35 km in the along- and across-track directions, respectively
(Figure 2).

4.2. Interferogram Formation

TerraSAR-X interferograms were produced using processing workflows that are well documented
in the literature (e.g., [12]) and are implemented in the ISCE software. For Sentinel-1A imagery
collected using the TOPS (Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans) [18] acquisition strategy, there
are several variations to the interferogram processing sequence that must be taken to deburst and
merge the swath whilst avoiding phase offsets.

Firstly, Sentinel-1A IW SLCs that are processed with different versions of the instrument
performance facility use different elevation antenna patterns, resulting in range-varying phase offsets
that require correction at either the SLC or interferogram level [46]. Within ISCE, coregistration of the
master and slave SLCs is then performed on a burst-by-burst, rather than full image basis, with the
assistance of a digital surface model (we use a 30-m digital surface model derived from the Shuttle

http://wir.water.wa.gov.au/Pages/Water-Information-Reporting.aspx
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Radar Topography Mission: [47]) and precise orbits [48] that are released by ESA ∼20 days after each
acquisition. Coarse offsets and interferograms are calculated for the regions of burst overlap only.

As TOPS generates a high Doppler rate in azimuth, a very precise coregistration to one
thousandth of a pixel in azimuth is required to avoid phase ramps across individual bursts and phase
discontinuities between bursts [49,50]. This is achieved by performing enhanced spectral diversity on
the burst overlap interferograms [49] and is followed by estimation of the range misregistration using
the amplitude correlation of the overlap regions. Next, fine offsets are estimated for each complete
burst, and burst-by-burst interferograms are produced. The burst interferograms are then merged to
produce a continuous sub-swath resulting in a strip map-like product.

Interferograms for both datasets were filtered [51], unwrapped using the statistical-cost
network-flow algorithm for phase unwrapping (SNAPHU) [52], geocoded and multi-looked (spatially
averaged) to a final spatial resolution of ∼90 m (e.g., [53]). To facilitate comparisons between the two
datasets, the unwrapped interferogram phase was lastly converted to vertical displacement using
the look angle of each satellite [54]. This conversion is justified because the satellite line of sight
is most sensitive to vertical displacements [55], and there is no evidence for differential horizontal
ground motion across the Perth Basin between continuous GPS receivers HIL1 and PERT. Throughout
this study, positive displacements therefore indicate ground movement towards the satellite (relative
uplift), and negative displacements indicate movement away from the satellite (relative subsidence).

4.3. Reduction of Error Sources

Following unwrapping, the interferograms contain residual unwrapping errors that appear as
2π phase jumps, particularly in regions of low coherence. These errors are identified under the
knowledge that the phase field is conservative, i.e., for acquisitions at Epochs 1, 2 and 3, the phase of
interferogram φ1,3 is equal to the sum of the phase of interferograms φ1,2 and φ2,3 [56]. Consecutive
loops of interferograms were therefore used to isolate and mask any phase unwrapping errors.

The resulting interferogram phase contains contributions from various noise sources, most notably
changes in atmospheric conditions (pressure, temperature, water vapour content) between acquisitions,
causing artefacts that are typically a few cm in magnitude [13,57]. The atmospheric contribution to
phase is commonly divided into stratified and turbulent components [13]. The long-wavelength
(>10 km), stratified component includes phase signals that correlate with topography due to vertical
stratification of the atmosphere [58]. In the Perth Basin, these artefacts are most likely to occur across
the ∼200-m elevation of the Darling Scarp in the east of the TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1A scenes.
The short-wavelength (<10 km) turbulent component is attributed to lateral changes in the distribution
of water vapour over short time intervals, which results in spatially- and temporally-random phase
patterns. Whilst these turbulent features may be reduced by temporal averaging [59], the stratified
component is likely to have a seasonal dependence that can bias deformation estimates [58] and should
therefore be estimated and removed.

There are various approaches for correcting atmospheric artefacts in interferograms (for examples,
see Parker et al. [60] and the references therein), including empirical methods that utilise statistical
properties of the data, most commonly the relationship between interferogram phase and elevation,
to estimate the stratified contribution [61]. The success of this approach typically relies upon prior
knowledge of either the location or spatial wavelength of deformation [62], of which we have neither
in the Perth Basin. Predictive methods use external datasets, such as large-scale weather models [58,63]
or GPS [64,65], to calculate and remove atmospheric artefacts. There are only two public-domain
continuously operating GPS receivers in the Perth Basin (Figure 2), which is insufficient to use the
latter approach. Instead, we estimate the stratified component of the atmospheric error using the
ERA-Interim (ERA-I) global atmospheric reanalysis. This is a freely available tool from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts and has been used successfully to correct interferograms
in a variety of atmospheric settings [58,60,66,67]. ERA-I provides estimates of temperature, geopotential
height and relative humidity at 37 pressure levels between 100 hPa and 1 hPa, on a 75 km × 75 km
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global grid, at six-hourly intervals [68–70]. We select the model cycle closest to the SAR acquisition
time for each satellite (within 1 h) and combine the model outputs with a digital surface model using
the method described in Jolivet et al. [66] and Walters et al. [67] to produce 2D maps of atmospheric
delay. Differential maps of atmospheric delay are then subtracted from the interferograms.

The final step of error correction is to empirically estimate and remove the best-fitting planar
phase ramp representing the orbital error contribution to phase and any residual long wavelength
atmospheric signals [13,56,71].

4.4. Stacking and Time Series Analysis

Ground displacements from InSAR are measured relative to a region that is either assumed to be
stable (zero displacement) or is deforming in a way that is well characterised by other data. We take
the former approach and identify a suitable reference region by calculating the standard deviation of
each pixel in both datasets, selecting a point that has a low standard deviation and is therefore unlikely
to be undergoing large displacements. However, surface motion in this region cannot be completely
ruled out, and any displacements will propagate through the entire scene. An alternative approach
would be to select a reference region on the stable Yilgarn Craton, but the extent of the TerraSAR-X
swath restricts this to an area proximal to the Darling Scarp (Figure 2), where there may be residual
artefacts due to atmospheric stratification.

After all interferograms are adjusted to the reference region, we perform stacking and time series
analysis. Firstly, interferogram displacements at each pixel are summed together and divided by the
total duration of the observations to create deformation rate-maps for each dataset that are scaled to
give annual rates of vertical displacement. Profiles are then extracted across areas of interest from west
to east along lines of latitude by selecting a band that is 10 pixels (∼1 km) wide. The errors on the
profiles represent 2 σ of these values.

Up to 90% of the annual rainfall in Perth occurs between April and October [72]. Ground
displacements occurring due to near-surface hydrological changes are therefore likely to exhibit
a seasonal dependence, which is observed in previous time series at the two publicly-operating
continuous GPS receivers PERT and HIL1 [1] (Figure 2). To produce time series from the sets
of interferograms, we solve for the cumulative displacement at each epoch using a least squares
approach [73,74]. Errors on the displacement measurements are estimated using Monte Carlo
analysis [75]. Randomly-generated atmospheric noise was added to the data prior to the inversion,
and the error bars represent 2 σ of the resulting displacement values.

We validate the measurements from InSAR with ground-truth data by comparing InSAR time
series calculated at the five pixels closest to each GPS (HIL1 and PERT) to time series of the vertical
GPS displacement components obtained from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (http://geodesy.unr.
edu/NGLStationPages/gpsnetmap/GPSNetMap.html). Unlike the GPS, InSAR measurements are not
in a geocentric reference frame, and so, to compare the two types of data, we compute time series of
displacements at HIL1 relative to PERT.

5. Results

5.1. Interferograms

In total, we produced 11 consecutive Sentinel-1A interferograms and 21 consecutive TerraSAR-X
interferograms. We evaluate the performance of the stratified atmospheric correction by comparing
the interferogram standard deviation before and after application of ERA-I [60,76]. Before comparison,
non-ERA-I-corrected interferograms were de-ramped using the method described in Section 4.3.
The reduction in interferogram standard deviation between the two datasets is comparable, with a 14%
reduction for Sentinel-1A and 13% reduction for TerraSAR-X (Figure 3A,B).

In a second test, we compared the correlation between pixel displacement and pixel elevation
before and after correction using the coefficient of determination R2 metric [60,63]. Larger values of

http://geodesy.unr.edu/NGLStationPages/gpsnetmap/GPSNetMap.html
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R2 are observed for the non-corrected datasets (Figure 3C,D), suggesting that application of ERA-I
has reduced the effects of stratified atmospheric noise and the correlation between displacements
and topography. However, we do not expect this method to correct all atmospheric signals, and in
both datasets, we observe other phase patterns including quasi-systematic banding, which has been
attributed to gravity waves in the atmosphere and observed in other coastal locations [76].

Due to its longer sensor wavelength, Sentinel-1A interferograms are ∼20% more coherent than
TerraSAR-X interferograms, but overall, both datasets are coherent over much of the study area
(Figure 4A,B). Incoherence in both datasets is greatest in agricultural/bushland regions northeast
of the Perth central business district close to the Swan Valley and southeast of Fremantle (Figure 2).
Incoherence in the Sentinel-1A dataset also occurs over forests east of the Darling Scarp.
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5.2. Multi-Temporal Analysis

Despite the short time period of observation (0.7 y), deformation rate-maps produced for the
overlapping Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X datasets show comparable results (Figure 4A–C), and time
series of the vertical displacements recorded by both satellites are within the error of those measured
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using GPS (Figure 4D), placing further confidence in the InSAR measurements over the short
observation period.
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Figure 4. Deformation rate-maps for (A) 11 consecutive Sentinel-1A interferograms covering 27 August
2015–17 May 2016 and (B) 21 consecutive TerraSAR-X interferograms spanning 29 August 2015–
19 May 2016. Deformation measurements are relative to the reference shown in (A,B). Locations (a),
(b) and (c1, c2, c3) show areas of displacements described in the text: (a) broad (>5 km wide) subsidence
at up to 15 mm/y; (b) elongated regions of adjacent relative uplift and subsidence; and (c) localised
(∼2 km wide), rapid (greater than 20 mm/y) subsidence coincident with wetland areas. The dashed
lines show the locations of the profiles drawn in Figure 5. (C) Zoomed in sections showing subsidence
in three wetland areas: Lake Jandabup (c1 in (A)), Lake Gnangara (c2 in (A)) and Forrestdale Lake
(c3 in (A)). Blue circles show approximate boundaries of each wetland. (D) Time-series of cumulative
vertical displacement measured at continuous GPS station HIL1 relative to continuous GPS station
PERT (locations labelled in (A,B)). GPS data are from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory, and InSAR
displacements are calculated using the method described in the text.
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From the deformation rate-maps, we identify features of the deformation field that are evident
in both InSAR datasets, verifying the application of Sentinel-1A with independent evidence from
TerraSAR-X and also providing more information about a greater spatial extent of the deformation
field in the Perth Basin than has previously been given by repeat levelling or continuous GPS [1].
We classify the observed displacements into three categories according to the magnitude and spatial
extent of the deformation [54,77]. These are: (1) broad regions (>5 km wide) of low magnitude (up to
15 mm/y) relative subsidence (labelled (a) in Figure 4); (2) elongated regions of adjacent relative uplift
and subsidence (rectangle labelled (b) in Figure 4); and (3) localised (∼2 km wide) relative subsidence
at rates of greater than 20 mm/y coincident with wetland areas (labelled (c1, c2, c3) in Figure 4).

In addition to these displacements, we observe other phase patterns that do not correlate between
datasets, suggesting they are likely due to remaining atmospheric noise (Figure 4A,B). This may arise
due to differences between the time of the Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X acquisitions and the time of
ERA-I model simulation or atmospheric turbulence that is not captured by the model parameters [60].
Most notably, in the northeastern part of the TerraSAR-X stack (Figure 4B), there is a positive signal,
which we attribute to unmodelled residual atmospheric stratification across the Darling Scarp (to
compare the atmospherically-corrected and uncorrected deformation rate-maps, see Figure S1).

5.2.1. Broad-Scale, Slow Subsidence

Broad (>5 km wide) subsidence relative to the reference region that is common to both sets of
satellite images is observed in three locations: proximal to Hillarys, through the Swan Valley and
south of Fremantle (labelled (a) in Figure 4A,B). Whilst subsidence proximal to Hillarys has been
identified in past deformation studies in the Perth Basin [1], displacements in the Swan Valley and
south of Fremantle have not previously been detected due to the limited spatial coverage of historical
datasets [8].

The signal south of Fremantle is offset in latitude between datasets: the maximum displacements
for Sentinel-1A are beyond the extent of the TerraSAR-X scene, and it is therefore difficult to draw
a profile through the signal in both datasets. Broad subsidence through Hillarys and the Swan Valley
is shown by displacement profile x (Figures 4 and 5A,B). Displacement rates proximal to Hillarys
reach 7 mm/y to 10 mm/y, with the maximum magnitude of deformation ∼3 km east of the coast
in the TerraSAR-X dataset. The profile shows that subsidence through the Swan Valley occurs over
a wider area with displacements rates up to ∼15 mm/y over the observation period. At the eastern
end of the profile, both datasets show correlation with the location of the Darling Scarp, likely due to
residual stratified atmospheric noise. Plotting the values of profile x for Sentinel-1A against those for
TerraSAR-X demonstrates general agreement between the two datasets with a correlation coefficient of
0.67 (Figure 5C). Scatter may be partly attributed to differences in the satellite look angle, the different
times of the satellite acquisitions and associated variations in uncorrected atmospheric delay.

5.2.2. Adjacent Uplift and Subsidence

South of Hillarys, contrasting, but adjacent regions of relative uplift and subsidence are identified
in both the Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X deformation rate-maps and are shown by the rectangle labelled
(b) in Figure 4A,B. Displacement profile y (Figures 4 and 5D,E) shows this transition from positive
to negative displacement, recording maximum rates of ∼+15 mm/y and ∼−7 mm/y, respectively.
This contrast between adjacent positive and negative displacements may be indicative of a barrier
to flow in the groundwater system, such as a permeability contrast or unmapped fault [78]. Profile
y also reveals a slight offset in the maximum displacement between the two datasets, which may be
attributed to differences in the line of sight direction of each satellite or residual quasi-systematic
atmospheric banding in the Sentinel-1A dataset in this part of the image (Figure 4A). Assessing the
correlation between profile y from Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X shows that, whilst the results are
largely similar, the magnitudes of displacements from TerraSAR-X tend to be ∼10% larger (Figure 5F).
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Figure 5. Profiles of average displacement rate corresponding to the lines labelled profile x (A–C)
and profile y (D–F) in Figure 4. The top panels (A,D) are profiles through Sentinel-1A data, and the
middle panels (B,E) are through TerraSAR-X data. Profiles and errors (grey lines) are calculated using
a band 10 pixels wide and the method described in Section 4.4. Profile x shows a broad region of
subsidence, whereas profile y reveals adjacent subsidence and uplift as identified in the rectangle in
Figure 4. (C,F) show the correlation between the measurements from the two satellites along profiles x
and y, respectively. The dashed black line shows a 1:1 correlation.

5.2.3. Seasonal Deformation Coincident with Wetland Areas

Subsidence of 20–25 mm/y is identified in three regions over the 0.7-y observation period: Lake
Jandabup, Lake Gnangara and Forrestdale Lake (labelled (c1, c2, c3) in Figure 4C, respectively). In each
case, displacements are confined to a region up to 2 km wide and are coincident with wetland areas. We
investigate these signals using time series of cumulative displacements. Time series from TerraSAR-X
and Sentinel-1A show comparable results, although overall, the higher acquisition frequency of
TerraSAR-X better captures changes in deformation over time (Figure 6). Where acquisitions from the
two satellites are separated by less than three days, we directly compare the Sentinel-1A measurements
to TerraSAR-X. In cases where the temporal offset is greater, we compare the Sentinel-1A result to the
average of the two closest TerraSAR-X acquisitions. The mean difference between the two datasets
is ∼5 mm at Lake Jandabup and Forrestdale Lake and ∼3 mm at Lake Gnangara, which in all cases
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is at least three-times smaller than the magnitude of the maximum displacement measured over the
observation period (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Time series of cumulative vertical displacement for the three regions of localised subsidence
coincident with wetlands identified in Figure 4: (A) Lake Jandabup, (B) Lake Gnangara and (C)
Forrestdale Lake. Measurements of hydraulic head are obtained from the Western Australian
Department of Water as described in Section 3. Both hydraulic head and displacements are relative
to the time of the first InSAR acquisition (27 August 2015) and end on 19 May 2016. Error bars are
calculated using the method described in Section 4.4. The inset in (C) is a time series of hydraulic head
measured at artesian monitoring bores proximal to Forrestdale Lake, but over a longer time period to
demonstrate the longer term seasonal pattern.
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The temporal evolution of cumulative displacements at all three wetland areas is similar, and we
compare the InSAR time series to changes in hydraulic head in the unconfined aquifer measured at
nearby artesian monitoring bores and obtained from the Western Australian Department of Water
(Section 3). The groundwater data in Figure 6 are the average of hydraulic head measured at all bores
within 3 km of each wetland. Groundwater level data and InSAR displacements show close agreement
over time (Figure 6), confirming that the InSAR measurements capture surface changes correlated
with seasonal variations in hydraulic head [79]. Hydraulic head and ground displacements decrease
between the first acquisition in late August 2015 and late March 2016, coincident with the Southern
Hemisphere spring and summer months and the period of low rainfall in the Perth region (Figure 6).
The signal then begins to reverse, most notably at Lake Jandabup (Figure 6A), with increasing water
levels and positive or neutral ground displacement. The maximum relative subsidence is ∼23 mm at
Lake Jandabup, ∼20 mm at Lake Gnangara and ∼24 mm at Forrestdale Lake. At Lake Jandabup, there
is ∼7 mm of relative uplift that occurs between March and the time of the last acquisition in May.

Lake Jandabup, Lake Gnangara and Forrestdale Lake are located within clay/swamp surface
deposits (Figure 2). Clays, silts and other poorly consolidated sediments are fine-grained and highly
compressible, and therefore, subsidence in the unconfined aquifer is most likely to be coincident with
these deposits [43]. Displacements may also arise due to shallow (top metre) shrinkage and swelling of
the deposits in response to changes in water content [80]. However, it is not immediately evident why
the three wetland/swamp regions identified in Figure 4 exhibit subsidence, whereas others do not,
despite being associated with the same surface geology. We calculate displacement time series at five
other wetland areas throughout the Perth Basin, but all show cumulative displacements of less than 5
mm over the observation period, despite changes in hydraulic head at nearby wells comparable to
those shown in Figure 6. This disparity may be linked to variations in hydraulic conductivity between
wetland areas and the unconfined aquifer or the occurrence/absence of sediments that are more
susceptible to seasonal swelling and shrinkage. Other factors found to control the spatial distribution
of deformation include the distribution of extraction wells, the thickness of deposits [77] and the
presence of barriers to groundwater flow [81].

6. Future Monitoring of the Perth Basin

InSAR data are being used increasingly to complement or replace ground-based geodetic surveys
for deformation monitoring due to a broader spatial coverage and lower costs. Applying these data to
the Perth Basin, we have been able to investigate a larger spatial extent of the deformation field, albeit
over a limited time interval (0.7 y) that was solely governed by the availability of Sentinel-1A data.
Whilst it is not possible to determine whether the displacements we have measured are representative
of long-term deformation or are seasonal variations, the observations do indeed provide new insights
into the spatial distribution of ground displacements in the Perth Basin that can be used to coordinate
subsequent focused subsidence monitoring over targeted regions [2].

To guide future InSAR studies in the Perth Basin, we estimate the time period required to measure
subsidence at linear rates obtained from previous time series analysis at GPS stations HIL1 and PERT [1]
using Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X. Between 1994/1998 and 2012, time series at the two GPS stations
show non-linear subsidence that correlates with groundwater levels from the deeper Leederville and
Yarragadee aquifers [1]. After removal of annual and semi-annual seasonal signals, this was modelled
by three piecewise linear trends spanning 1994/1998–2000, 2000–2005 and 2005–2012 (Table 1). The
largest subsidence rate (6.97 ± 1.30 mm/y) was at HIL1 between 2000 and 2005. The smallest reliable
GPS rate (i.e., that with an estimated error smaller than the estimated rate) (2.51 ± 1.89 mm/y) was at
PERT between 2005 and 2012 [1].
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Table 1. Number of satellite acquisitions and corresponding period of time required to measure
past vertical deformation rates at continuous GPS stations PERT and HIL1 not accounting for
seasonal effects.

PERT HIL1

Epoch 1994–2000 2000–2005 2005–2012 1998–2000 2000–2005 2005–2012
Subsidence rate (mm/y) a 0.90 ± 1.97 5.42 ± 2.36 2.51 ± 1.89 6.56 ± 2.69 6.97 ± 1.30 3.12 ± 0.92

Sentinel-1A acquisition strategy for data in this study (every other cycle: 24-day repeat)
Acquisitions (years) 32 (2.10 y) 16 (1.05 y) 21 (1.38 y) 14 (0.92 y) 14 (0.92 y) 19 (1.25 y)

Sentinel-1B acquisition strategy implemented since November 2016 (12-day repeat)
Acquisitions (years) 55 (1.81 y) 27 (0.89 y) 37 (1.21 y) 25 (0.82 y) 24 (0.78 y) 33 (1.08 y)

Sentinel-1A/B acquisition strategy over Europe (6-day repeat)
Acquisitions (years) 96 (1.58 y) 47 (0.77 y) 64 (1.05 y) 43 (0.71 y) 42 (0.69 y) 58 (0.95 y)

TerraSAR-X (11-day repeat)
Acquisitions (years) 47 (1.40 y) 23 (0.69 y) 31 (0.98 y) 21 (0.63 y) 21 (0.63 y) 28 (0.84 y)

a Piecewise linear vertical deformation rates from Table 2 in Featherstone et al. [1].

For each of the GPS epochs, we estimate the error on InSAR measurements using the method
described in Parker et al. [60]. This takes into consideration the length of the observation period,
the frequency of the acquisitions and the standard deviation of the atmospheric noise. We estimate
the standard deviation of the atmospheric noise by masking the regions identified to be deforming
in Figure 4A,B and assuming that residual phase signals are due to uncorrected atmospheric noise.
The average standard deviation of the ERA-I corrected interferograms is ∼9 mm for Sentinel-1A
and ∼5 mm for TerraSAR-X. For each satellite mission, we assume there are no gaps in acquisitions.
We include results for Sentinel-1A at the acquisition frequency of data in this study (24-day repeat
intervals), the acquisition frequency implemented for Sentinel-1B since October 2016 (12-day repeat
intervals) and the current combined Sentinel-1A and -1B acquisition frequency over Europe (six-day
repeat intervals) assuming the same value of atmospheric noise. In each case, we consider subsidence
to be detectable when the cumulative deformation exceeds the estimated error.

The results for each GPS epoch are shown in Table 1. Over the period of this study (0.7 y),
TerraSAR-X may be able to detect deformation at HIL1 and PERT at the 2000–2005 rates and at HIL1 at
the 1998–2000 rate. However, neither TerraSAR-X nor Sentinel-1A are able to detect deformation at the
smaller 2005–2012 rates at PERT or HIL1, with Sentinel-1A requiring 1.38 years to detect the smallest
magnitude signal identified by Featherstone et al. [1] at PERT. This is approximately double the current
period of continuous Sentinel-1A acquisitions over the Perth Basin. For the newly-implemented
Sentinel-1B acquisition strategy (12-day intervals), the estimated detection periods reduce by an
average of 14% (Table 1). In the case of Sentinel-1A and -1B at six-day repeat intervals, the theoretical
detection period decreases by 25%. At this level of repeat, the results suggest that Sentinel-1 may
detect deformation at both HIL1 and PERT at the 2000–2005 rates over the period of this study.

Estimating the minimum observation length or repeat frequency to measure small-magnitude
deformation in this way is informative for planning future monitoring strategies. Whilst the method
is transferable to other settings, in practice, the results may underestimate the time required to
accurately measure multi-year deformation rates, as we have not accounted for seasonal and other
non-linear effects. Studies of annually varying signals in GPS time series suggest that 2–3 years of
data are required to characterise and remove the seasonal component and avoid biasing the long-term
velocity estimate [82,83]. Such non-linear seasonal signals are better characterised with acquisitions
at higher temporal resolution, as shown by the time series in Figure 6, and would therefore be best
measured at the full repeat of Sentinel-1A and -1B. Identifying and measuring small, non-linear,
seasonal and broad-scale subsidence/uplift such as that in the Perth Basin is also complicated by the
shape of the deformation signals, which are not necessarily spatially distinguishable from atmospheric
phase features [75] and, unlike other geophysical phenomena, such as the characteristic “bullseye”
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associated with volcanic inflation [84], do not necessarily occur in a predictable way (e.g., patchy
subsidence: [54,77]) (Figure 4).

The results of this study demonstrate that, even over the short 0.7-y observation period,
Sentinel-1A acquisitions over the Perth Basin have provided improved information about the
larger spatial extent of deformation. However, the results in Table 1 show the benefit of the
newly-implemented, higher-frequency Sentinel-1B acquisition strategy, which is planned to continue
for longer than the duration of the Sentinel-1A dataset and the required detection periods calculated
in Table 1 [26]. With this longer time series of data, we will be better equipped to robustly measure
subsidence throughout the Perth Basin, firstly confirming whether, in addition to Hillarys, the areas
south of Fremantle and in the Swan Valley are undergoing broad-scale, long-term subsidence
and, secondly, differentiating between seasonal and long-term displacements in order to constrain the
elastic and inelastic storage properties of the regional aquifers [2].

7. Conclusions

Previous ground-based geodetic surveys have revealed subsidence at discrete points or along
traverses in parts of the Perth Basin, but these measurements are spatially limited and sample only
a small part of the metropolitan area. We have therefore carried out an investigation into the broader
extent of the deformation field by performing the first application of Sentinel-1A InSAR data to
Australia from published literature to date. Whilst the observation period is short (0.7 y), verification
of Sentinel-1A with independent TerraSAR-X and continuous GPS (a) demonstrates close agreement
between the vertical displacement fields measured with each satellite, acknowledging the effects of
unmodelled atmospheric noise; and (b) provides new insights into the broader deformation field of
the Perth Basin that can be used to guide subsequent targeted studies.

With both Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X, we observe broad regions (>5 km wide) of
small-magnitude (up to 15 mm/y) relative subsidence at Hillarys, through the agricultural Swan
Valley and a region south of Fremantle. Other displacements are observed in elongated zones of
adjacent relative uplift and subsidence south of Hillarys, and regions of relative subsidence at higher
rates (greater than 20 mm/y), but on a smaller scales (∼2 km wide), are found to be coincident with
wetland areas. At these wetlands, time series of cumulative ground displacements are further verified
by measurements of hydraulic head in the unconfined aquifer.

Overall, these observations demonstrate the ability of Sentinel-1A to detect small-magnitude
deformation over different spatial scales (from 2 km–10 s of km) in the Perth Basin. However, ongoing
acquisitions of Sentinel-1B data are key to better characterising seasonal and long-term deformation
rates. These measurements may provide useful constraints upon the hydromechanical structure of the
Perth Basin aquifer system, which supports wetlands, agriculture, industry and a population of over
two million people [85].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/3/299/s1,
Figure S1: Comparison between deformation rate-maps where atmospheric errors have not been corrected
(left column) and where atmospheric errors have been reduced using ERA-I (right column).
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